Across two experiments, this study found that the barber pole illusion (i.e. grating pattern appearing to move in the direction of the long axis of a rectangular aperture) is perceived with stereoscopic (cyclopean) motion. The grating and aperture comprising the barber pole display were created from binocular disparity differences embedded in a dynamic random-dot stereogram or from luminance differences. In Experiment 1, observers viewed a square-wave grating moving through a rectangular aperture of 2:1 or 4:1 aspect ratio and indicated whether the grating appeared to move in a direction perpendicular to its orientation or in the direction of the long axis of the aperture. For both stereoscopic and luminance stimuli equally, the grating appeared to move in the direction of the aperture (i.e. the barber pole illusion) more often with the larger aspect ratio than with the smaller aspect ratio. The condition for which a stereoscopic grating moved through a luminance rectangular aperture was also examined: the grating appeared to move in the direction of the aperture (inter-attribute barber pole illusion). In Experiment 2, observers viewed a square-wave grating moving through a rectangular aperture of 3:1 aspect ratio whose sides were indented in order to change the local direction of motion of the line terminators. For both stereoscopic and luminance stimuli, the grating appeared to move more frequently in a direction perpendicular to its orientation with the indented aperture (i.e. the illusion was diminished). Thus, local velocity signals from moving stereoscopic line terminators play a role in the production of the barber pole illusion similar to that of luminance motion signals. This suggests that the generation and propagation of motion signals at cyclopean levels of vision play a part in the representation of coherently-moving rigid surfaces.
Introduction
The question of how velocity signals from local regions of surfaces are processed so that coherently-moving rigid surfaces are perceived is an important topic in the vision literature (e.g. [1 -4] ). Local motion signals from different parts of moving surfaces, such as the motion of individual edges or lines, are ambiguous and processes which propagate the local signals are needed to perceive the motion of surfaces as coherent (e.g. [1 -5] ). One paradigm developed to investigate the generation and propagation of local velocity signals is the barber pole illusion.
The barber pole illusion [5, 6] refers to the fact that a grating moving through a rectangular aperture will appear to move in the direction of the long axis of the aperture (analogous to a barber pole) rather than in a direction perpendicular to the grating's orientation which occurs with circular apertures [5] . With rectangular apertures, it is thought that the interior region of the grating appears to move in the same direction as the local signals generated from the terminators formed from the intersection of grating and aperture because those signals propagate inward toward the grating's interior [2] [3] [4] .
The present study investigated whether the barber pole illusion is perceived with moving cyclopean boundaries defined by differences in binocular disparity. There are a number of boundary cues whose movement provides information to the visual system, such as stimulus boundaries defined by differences in luminance, texture, or binocular disparity/stereoscopic depth [7] [8] [9] . Motion from boundaries defined by differences in binocular disparity, called stereoscopic motion, involves cyclopean information existing at binocular-integration levels of vision [10] that is undetectable by mechanisms sensitive to motion energy [11] .
If the barber pole illusion is perceived with stereoscopic components, we would infer that local motion signals arising at cyclopean levels of vision are likely generated and propagated from the movement of stereoscopic line terminators, analogous to the case involving luminance motion signals. We would also infer that the generation and propagation of local cyclopean motion signals should contribute to the representation of coherently-moving rigid surfaces.
Two experiments were carried out. Experiment 1 investigated whether the barber pole illusion could be perceived with stereoscopic components and with mixed stereoscopic and luminance components (in past research, the barber pole illusion has been studied with luminance components). Experiment 2 examined whether indentations in the rectangular aperture comprising the stereoscopic barber pole illusion would diminish the illusion. The rationale for these experiments is given in the following sections.
General methods

Obser6ers
Nine observers served in one or both experiments. Six observers were naive with regard to the purpose of the study. All observers had normal or corrected-tonormal visual acuity and good binocular vision (tested with Bausch and Lomb's Ortho-Rater).
Stimuli
The contours comprising the grating pattern and aperture of the barber pole illusion were created from binocular disparity differences embedded in a dynamic random-dot stereogram or from luminance differences. A stereoscopic or luminance square-wave grating was drifted through a stereoscopic or luminance rectangular aperture at a speed of 3.28°/s. Spatial frequency of the grating was 0.67 c/°(such a low spatial frequency was employed because spatial acuity is poor in the cyclopean domain). Aperture dimensions were either 5.32 by 2.66°(2:1 aspect ratio), 8.0 by 2.66°(3:1 aspect ratio), or 10.64 by 2.66°(4:1 aspect ratio). The aperture was defined by a stereoscopic or luminance contour whose thickness was 0.76°. The extent of the bars of the grating terminated at the aperture border.
In the stereoscopic case, the disparity of the aperture was the same as that of the bars of the grating (i.e. grating bars and aperture appeared in the same depth plane) for all but one condition (discussed below). Disparity of the stereoscopic stimuli was 11.4 min, crossed from the display screen (i.e. half the bars of the grating and the contours of the aperture had a crossed disparity of 11.4 min, while the other half of the bars of the grating and background had zero disparity, with a square-wave profile) 1 . The grating was also drifted through a 10.0°-diameter stereoscopic or luminance circular aperture.
Apparatus
The stereoscopic stimuli were created with a dynamic random-dot stereogram generation system [12] . The observer viewed a 19 inch Sharp color monitor (model XM 1900; dimensions =11.0× 15.2°) from a distance of 1.5 meters (pixel size: 5.7 min; stereogram display luminance involving average of 50% density dots plus background: 25.2 cd/m 2 ). The red and green guns of the monitor were electronically controlled by a stereogram generator (hardwired device) to produce red and green random-dot matrices (approx. 5000 dots each matrix). Stereoscopic viewing was accomplished by having each observer wear red and green filters in front of his/her eyes. The average luminance of the red half-image (i.e. red dots measured through the red filter) was 3.1 cd/m 2 , while the average luminance of the green half-image (i.e. green dots measured through the green filter) was 3.3 cd/m 2 . The stereogram generator produced the random dots and created disparity, which produced a stereoscopic stimulus (background dots correlated between eyes). Because this was a raster-based system, every position in the matrices was randomly assigned as 'on' or 'off', thus non-linearities (e.g. unequal spacing of dot positions/luminance artifacts) between stereoscopic figure and background did not occur. All dots were replaced dynamically with positions assigned randomly at 60 Hz, which allowed the stereoscopic stimuli to be moved without monocular cues [13] .
One optical programmer (modified black and white video camera) synchronized and interfaced to the stereogram generator was also employed. The programmer scanned a black and white grating that was moving (via a conveyor belt controlled by a d.c. motor) through a stationary white aperture. The optical programmer transformed the black and white patterns into moving or stationary stereoscopic patterns as seen on the display monitor by the observers.
Control trials were carried out to rule out the possibility that monocular cues were present in the stereoscopic display. Four observers from Experiment 1 (see below) wore either red or green filters over both eyes while viewing the stereoscopic barber pole display and attempted forced-choice discrimination of the direction of motion of the stereoscopic grating that moved either rightward or leftward through the rectangular aperture on each trial. 20 trials were collected for each observer. The observers never perceived the grating nor aperture and discrimination performance was always at chance level. Observers also wore red or green filters over both eyes and attempted to discriminate the direction of motion of square-shaped stereoscopic targets or arrays of stereoscopic dots. Again, the observers never perceived these patterns and they could not discriminate their direction. These results show that monocular cues were not present in the display.
The stereogram generator could be set to luminance mode to display luminance-defined stimuli. The luminance stimuli were black and red patterns (the black areas of the patterns were solid while the red areas were composed of dynamic twinkling red dots). The luminance of the black areas was 0.7 cd/m 2 , while luminance of the red areas was 11.4 cd/m 2 . Thus, the patterns were defined by luminance, chromatic and texture borders and in the sense of multiple attributes [7] these patterns would be expected to provide a strong stimulus for motion processing. All patterns were 100% detectable.
General procedure
We created barber pole displays involving a stereoscopic or luminance grating moving through a stereoscopic or luminance aperture. On each trial, the observer viewed the grating moving within the surrounding aperture, circular or rectangular. When the grating was viewed within a rectangular aperture, the orientation of the long axis of the aperture differed from the direction of motion perpendicular to the orientation of the grating.
For example, the long axis of the aperture could be oriented toward 10°(as measured from standard position, i.e. pointing rightward and slightly above horizontal). Within the aperture, the grating could move in a direction perpendicular to its orientation toward 350°( rightward and slightly below horizontal). In this case, the observer would indicate whether the perceived direction of motion of the grating was above or below horizontal. A response 'above horizontal' would represent motion perceived in the same direction as the long axis of the aperture (i.e. aperture motion) while a response 'below horizontal' would indicate motion perceived in a direction perpendicular to grating orientation.
Trial duration was 2 s. The inter-trial interval was not precisely timed but each observer rested several seconds between trials. Twenty trials were carried out under each condition for each observer. Order of conditions was randomized for each observer within each session. Randomizing conditions also randomized direction of motion of the grating across trials which helped prevent motion adaptation.
Experiment 1
This experiment investigated whether the barber pole illusion could be perceived with stereoscopic components and with a mixture of stereoscopic and luminance components. We also examined the barber pole illusion created with luminance components for comparison.
Procedure
Intra-attribute barber pole display
We created an intra-attribute barber pole display involving a stereoscopic grating moving through a stereoscopic aperture and compared it with a display involving a luminance grating moving through a luminance aperture. The rectangular aperture was oriented in one of two directions. In one case, the long axis of the aperture was oriented toward 10°(rightward and slightly above horizontal). Within the aperture, the grating moved in a direction perpendicular to its orientation toward 350°(rightward and slightly below horizontal). The observer indicated whether the perceived direction of motion of the grating was above or below horizontal. In the other case, the long axis of the rectangular aperture was oriented toward 100°(upward and slightly left of vertical). Within the aperture, the grating moved in a direction perpendicular to its orientation toward 80°(upward and slightly right of vertical). The observer indicated whether the perceived direction of motion of the grating was left or right of vertical. Six observers served.
Inter-attribute barber pole display
We also sought to determine whether a barber pole illusion could be created with combined stereoscopic and luminance components. In doing so, it was important to place the two kinds of components in the same depth plane by presenting them with the same disparity value. Different depth planes might alter the magnitude of the illusion, especially when the grating appears in depth behind the aperture for which case the illusion is diminished [6] . Because we could not add disparity to the moving luminance grating of the display but we could create a luminance-defined aperture positioned in front of the display (at the same depth as the bars of the stereoscopic grating), we created an inter-attribute barber pole display involving a stereoscopic grating moving through a luminance aperture. (The luminance aperture was cut out of a sheet of cardboard and positioned in front of the random-dot stereogram in a depth plane equal to a disparity of 11.4 min.)
The long axis of the rectangular aperture was oriented either toward 10°(rightward and slightly above horizontal) and the grating moved in a direction perpendicular to its orientation toward 350°(rightward and slightly below horizontal), or the aperture was oriented toward 190°(leftward and slightly below horizontal) and the grating moved toward 170°(leftward and slightly above horizontal). The observer indicated whether the perceived direction of motion of the grating was above or below horizontal. Four observers served, two from the intra-attribute experiment.
We also examined the effect of depth separation of grating and aperture on the barber pole illusion with the inter-attribute display (we could not examine this effect in the intra-attribute arrangement due to technical limitations). The stereoscopic grating was displaced in depth behind the luminance rectangular aperture (only the 4:1 aspect ratio was used); the difference in disparity between the bars of the grating and the aperture was 5.7 min.
Results
Intra-attribute barber pole display
For the cases involving stereoscopic grating/stereoscopic aperture or luminance grating/luminance aperture, there was no reliable difference between the 10 and 100°aperture orientations in terms of the percentage of trials yielding aperture motion, so the data were collapsed across this variable. Fig. 1 shows that the percentage of trials yielding aperture motion increased directly with aspect ratio for both stereoscopic (cyclopean or 'cyc' in the figure) and luminance ('lum') stimuli. For trials in which the grating pattern moved within a circular aperture, the grating always appeared to move in a direction perpendicular to its orientation, as expected (data not shown).
Inter-attribute barber pole display
For the case involving stereoscopic grating/luminance aperture, Fig. 1 shows that the percentage of trials yielding aperture motion increased directly with aspect ratio ('cyc-lum' in the figure), as was the case for the intra-attribute stimuli. (Again, for the circular aperture condition, the grating always appeared to move in a direction perpendicular to its orientation; data not shown.)
With respect to the effect of depth separation, results from three of the four observers showed that depth separation between grating and aperture reduced the strength of the barber pole illusion. With depth separation, the percentage of trials yielding aperture motion (with corresponding values for the equal depth condition shown in parentheses) was 35% (100%) for RP, 15% (75%) for CB, 45% (95%) for MD and 100% (95%) for TL (the absence of a decline with depth separation for TL is likely due to a ceiling effect). These results are in general agreement with Shimojo et al. [6] .
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was computed on the intra-attribute data shown in Fig. 1 (we excluded the inter-attribute data from this analysis because that data involved fewer observers two of whom did not participate in the intra-attribute conditions). The results showed that an increase in aperture aspect ratio reliably increased the perception of aperture motion, F(1,10)= 11.08, PB 0.01. There was no significant difference between stereoscopic and luminance stimuli and no significant interaction between aspect ratio and stimulus type (P\ 0.05).
These results suggest that stereoscopic motion signals arising at cyclopean levels of vision play a role in the generation of the barber pole illusion. One explanation of this illusion is that the perceived direction of the grating is governed by the direction of local motion signals emanating from the line terminators created from the intersection of grating and aperture. The illusion occurs presumably because more of these terminators move in the direction of the long axis of rectangular apertures than move in the direction of their short axis. The next experiment was designed to provide a direct test of this idea for the stereoscopic barber pole illusion. Fig. 1 . Percentage of trials that the grating appeared to move in the direction of the long axis of the rectangular aperture (i.e. aperture motion) for 2:1 and 4:1 aspect ratios, for stereoscopic grating and aperture (cyclopean or cyc in the figure), luminance grating and aperture (lum), or a combination of stereoscopic grating and luminance aperture (cyc -lum). (Not shown in the figure were trials in which a stereoscopic or luminance grating moved within a circular aperture: the grating always appeared to move in a direction perpendicular to its orientation.) Each data point for the cyc and lum functions is an average of six observers; each data point for the cyc -lum function is an average of four observers. Error bars represent plus and minus one standard error of the mean.
Experiment 2
This experiment investigated whether indentations in the sides of the rectangular aperture would diminish the barber pole illusion. This manipulation, devised by Kooi [14] , provides a test of the idea that the barber pole illusion is produced by the local motion of line terminators formed from the intersection of grating and aperture. Kooi altered the local angle between grating and aperture, while keeping their global angle constant as well as aspect ratio constant, by creating indented apertures. Indented apertures made local direction of line terminator motion become diagonal, rather than parallel, to the orientation of the long axis of the aperture. By varying the size of the indentations, Kooi investigated the localness of terminator motion: the smaller the size of the indentations, the greater the number of the indentations, but the shorter the distance over which the terminators traveled. Kooi found that with sufficiently large indentations, the barber pole illusion was abolished and the grating appeared to travel in a direction perpendicular to its orientation and not in the direction of the aperture. Thus, local changes in terminator motion abolished the barber pole illusion, confirming their role in the production of the illusion.
Experiment 2 examined whether indentations in the rectangular aperture would diminish or abolish the cyclopean barber pole illusion. This, in turn, would determine whether local terminator motion is a viable explanation for the cyclopean version of the illusion.
Procedure
We created intra-attribute barber pole displays involving a stereoscopic grating moving through a stereoscopic aperture or a luminance grating moving through a luminance aperture. The long axis of the rectangular aperture was oriented either toward 0°(rightward and horizontal) and the grating moved in a direction perpendicular to its orientation toward 315°(diagonally downward and to the right), or the aperture was oriented toward 180°(leftward and horizontal) and the grating moved toward 135°(diagonally upward and to the left). The observer indicated whether direction of grating motion was horizontal or diagonal. Five observers served (two from Experiment 1).
All four sides of the rectangular aperture were indented with five differing amounts of indentation, as given in units of grating cycle (the amount of indentation in angular subtense is given parenthetically): zero indentation (0°), 0.25 cycle indentation (0.38°), 0.50 cycle indentation (0.75°), 0.75 cycle indentation (1.13°) and 1.00 cycle indentation (1.5°). The indentations were perpendicular to grating orientation and parallel to the direction of grating motion (see [14] ). Fig. 2 . Percentage of trials that the grating appeared to move in the direction of the long axis of the rectangular aperture (i.e. aperture motion) for five differing sizes of aperture indentation, for a stereoscopic grating and aperture (cyclopean or cyc in the figure) or a luminance grating and aperture (lum). Each data point is an average of five observers. Error bars represent plus and minus one standard error of the mean.
Results
There was no reliable difference between the 0 and 180°aperture orientations with respect to percentage trials yielding aperture motion, so data were collapsed across this variable. Fig. 2 shows that the percentage of trials yielding aperture motion decreased with indentation size, with the decline being greater for the luminance stimuli (lum) relative to the stereoscopic stimuli (cyc).
An ANOVA was computed on the data shown in Fig. 2 . The results showed that the main effect of indentation size was reliable, F(4,16)=22.9, PB 0.001 but that the main effect of stimulus type was not (P \0.05). The ANOVA also revealed that the interaction between indentation size and stimulus type was reliable, F(4,16)= 3.4, PB0.05.
These results indicate that the cyclopean barber pole illusion is governed by the local movement of stereoscopic line terminators, analogous to the luminance barber pole illusion [14] .
General discussion
Experiment 1 revealed that stereoscopic (cyclopean) motion perception demonstrates aperture effects: the barber pole illusion is perceived with a stereoscopic grating moving through a stereoscopic or luminance aperture. In the present study, the stimuli were purely stereoscopic and their perception required the integra-tion of information from two eyes, therefore the mechanisms underlying the stereoscopic version of the barber pole illusion must reside at or beyond binocular-integration (cyclopean) levels of vision.
Experiment 2 showed that indentations cut into the rectangular aperture diminished the stereoscopic barber pole illusion. This indicates that the stereoscopic version of the illusion is governed by the local direction of motion signals emanating from the stereoscopic line terminators created from the intersection of grating and aperture, analogous to the explanation offered for the luminance barber pole illusion [4 -6] . Importantly, Experiment 1 showed that the barber pole illusion is perceived with a stereoscopic grating and a luminance aperture. This demonstrates that moving line terminators may be computed by the visual system from the intersection of two different attributes, in this case stereoscopic and luminance 2 . Experiment 2 revealed that indentation decreased aperture motion more for the luminance stimuli than for the stereoscopic stimuli. For the luminance stimuli, that aperture motion was decreased or abolished with indentation is consistent with the Kooi [14] study. Kooi found that the illusion declined to about one-half strength when indentation size equaled one-quarter of the grating cycle and the illusion was abolished when indentation size equaled or exceeded one-half of the grating cycle. In the present study involving the luminance stimuli, a similar pattern of results occurred. That the barber pole illusion is significantly decreased or abolished when indentation size equals or exceeds one-quarter of the grating cycle is consistent with a quadrature model of motion processing, which posits that the underlying mechanisms that compute luminance motion are optimally engaged with one-quarter cycle displacements [11] .
However, for the stereoscopic stimuli, the illusion declined at a much slower rate with indentation relative to the luminance stimuli. In particular, the illusion decreased only slightly when indentation size equaled one-quarter of the grating cycle and the illusion still persisted at a significant level when indentation size equaled or exceeded one-half of the grating cycle. This suggests that, for the stereoscopic barber pole illusion, the critical indentation size is greater than one-quarter of the grating cycle, which is different from the luminance barber pole illusion [14] .
This larger critical indentation size suggests that a quadrature model may not apply to the mechanisms that compute stereoscopic motion. However, a quadrature model may apply to the stereoscopic motion mechanisms if one takes into account the poor spatial resolution [15, 16] and poor temporal resolution [9] in the stereoscopic domain. On this idea, if the spatio-temporal filters underlying stereoscopic motion processing are relatively coarse, then the filter(s) activated by our 0.67 c/°grating pattern may have been actually tuned to a spatial frequency lower than 0.67 c/°. As shown in Fig. 2 , the larger critical indentation size for the stereoscopic stimuli would correspond to about a three-quarter cycle shift of the 0.67 c/°grating or a one-quarter cycle shift of a 0.22 c/°grating. Thus, a quadrature model would apply to the stereoscopic data if one assumes that the filter(s) activated by the 0.67 c/°s tereoscopic grating was tuned to 0.22 c/°. Although [15] and [17] show that there exists spatial frequency filters in the stereoscopic domain whose tuning curves peak well above 0.22 c/°, those higher-frequency filters may not be involved in stereoscopic motion processing, rather only the lower-frequency filters might be so involved.
Alternatively, it may be that a quadrature model does not apply to stereoscopic motion processing and that such processing involves the detection of the displacement of disparity-defined features or boundaries outside a one-quarter-cycle limit (i.e. a feature-displacement detection mechanism). But note that this is not the same thing as feature tracking involving attentional processing. Recent studies by Donnelly et al. [18] and Patterson et al. [19] showed that the direction and speed, respectively, of stereoscopic motion can be discriminated in stereoscopic multi-element motion displays that camouflage position cues, which rules out feature tracking as a basis for stereoscopic motion perception. Rather, stereoscopic motion may be computed by special-purpose mechanisms that detect the local (i.e. retinotopic) displacement of stereoscopic features in a fashion that is inconsistent with a quadrature model.
Regardless of the particular mechanism underlying stereoscopic motion processing, the substrate of the stereoscopic motion system seems to occur quite early in the motion processing stream. Evidence for this idea comes from Bowd et al. [20] , who tested for the existence of interaction between stereoscopic and luminance motion signals within a plaid motion paradigm. Bowd et al. investigated the effects of adaptation to a plaid pattern or to the components of the plaid of one stimulus type, stereoscopic or luminance, on the coherence of a test plaid of the other stimulus type. These authors found that adaptation to a moving stereoscopic plaid or its components significantly affected the coherence of a moving luminance test plaid and vice versa.
Such cross-domain adaptation clearly indicates that stereoscopic and luminance motion signals feed into a common pattern-motion mechanism. Such cross-domain adaptation involving plaid patterns should be mediated by neural activity at a level of processing homologous to monkey area MT (e.g. [21] ). Moreover, this kind of interaction between stereoscopic and luminance motion signals implies that 1-D stereoscopic motion signals are computed prior to the pattern-motion level of processing so as to be available for interaction at that level. That the barber pole illusion can be perceived with stereoscopic components, as shown in the present study, is consistent with such an early substrate for stereoscopic motion processing.
More generally, motion signals from boundaries defined by differences in binocular disparity may bolster the processing of motion signals from boundaries defined by differences in other stimulus attributes such as luminance or texture [7] . In this context, the present study shows that the generation and propagation of local stereoscopic motion signals arising at cyclopean levels of vision likely play a role in the representation of coherently-moving rigid surfaces.
